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BiometrikBiometrik produkproduk yang yang baikbaik ??

•• How can we find out, how good a biometric How can we find out, how good a biometric 
product is?product is?

–– Empirical tests of the productEmpirical tests of the product

•• There have been independent tests on a series There have been independent tests on a series 
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•• There have been independent tests on a series There have been independent tests on a series 
of biometric productsof biometric products

–– in Japanin Japan

–– in Germanyin Germany



SkenarioSkenario AncamanAncaman padapada
BiometrikBiometrik

1.1. Regular biometric Regular biometric 
sensor using sensor using 
artificially generated artificially generated 
biometric data biometric data 

2.2. Replay attack of Replay attack of 
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2.2. Replay attack of Replay attack of 
eavesdropped eavesdropped 
biometric databiometric data

3.3. Manipulation of Manipulation of 
stored biometric stored biometric 
reference datareference data



Japanese TestJapanese Test

•• Tsutomu Matsumoto, a Japanese Tsutomu Matsumoto, a Japanese 
cryptographer working at Yokohama cryptographer working at Yokohama 
National University National University 

•• 11 state11 state--ofof--thethe--art fingerprint sensorsart fingerprint sensors

•• 2 different processes to make gummy fingers2 different processes to make gummy fingers
–– from live finger from live finger 
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–– from live finger from live finger 

–– from latent fingerprint from latent fingerprint 

Gummy fingers fooled fingerprint sensors Gummy fingers fooled fingerprint sensors 
80% of the time80% of the time



Test in Germany (I)Test in Germany (I)

•• 11 biometric sensors 11 biometric sensors 
–– 9 fingerprint sensors, 9 fingerprint sensors, 

–– 1 face recognition system, and 1 face recognition system, and 

–– 1 iris scanner1 iris scanner

•• Fingerprint sensors Fingerprint sensors ––
–– reactivate latent fingerprints (optical and capacitive sensors)reactivate latent fingerprints (optical and capacitive sensors)
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–– reactivate latent fingerprints (optical and capacitive sensors)reactivate latent fingerprints (optical and capacitive sensors)

–– apply latex finger (thermal sensor)apply latex finger (thermal sensor)

•• Face recognition system Face recognition system ––
–– downdown-- (up(up--) load biometric reference data from (to) hard disk) load biometric reference data from (to) hard disk

–– no or only weak life detectionno or only weak life detection



Test in Germany (II)Test in Germany (II)

•• Iris recognition Iris recognition ––

–– picture of iris of enrolled person with cutpicture of iris of enrolled person with cut--out out 
pupil, where a real pupil is displayedpupil, where a real pupil is displayed
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All tested biometric systems could be All tested biometric systems could be 
fooled, but the effort differed fooled, but the effort differed 

considerablyconsiderably



•• Does the application need identification or Does the application need identification or 
authentication?authentication?

•• Is the collection point attended or Is the collection point attended or 
unattended?unattended?

MemilihMemilih ProdukProduk BiometrikBiometrik
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•• Are the users used to the biometrics?Are the users used to the biometrics?

•• Is the application covert or overt?Is the application covert or overt?



•• Are the subjects cooperative or nonAre the subjects cooperative or non--
cooperative?cooperative?

•• What are the storage requirement constraints?What are the storage requirement constraints?

•• How strict are the performance requirements?How strict are the performance requirements?

MemilihMemilih ProdukProduk BiometrikBiometrik
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•• How strict are the performance requirements?How strict are the performance requirements?

•• What types of biometrics are acceptable to the What types of biometrics are acceptable to the 
users?users?



APPROX. COSTS  $50 - $125 (ea)Fingerprint

APPROX. COSTS  $100’s to $1000’s (ea)Facial Recognition 

Iris Recognition APPROX. COSTS  $100’s to $1000’s (ea)

Voice Recognition APPROX. COSTS  $100 +   (ea)

BiayaBiaya untukuntuk BiometrikBiometrik
CIPS Vancouver B.C., Oktober 2012

Keystroke Dynamics® APPROX. COSTS  $10 +  (ea)



5 Years
After 1st Year

Annual

Purchase 
Price

TOTAL 
COST

15 % 

Maintenance.

1000 
Terminal 
Network

Cost Per 
Terminal

BiayaBiaya untukuntuk BiometrikBiometrik
CIPS Vancouver B.C., Oktober 2012

Keystroke DynamicsKeystroke Dynamics

Voice RecognitionVoice Recognition

Iris RecognitionIris Recognition

Facial RecognitionFacial Recognition

FingerprintFingerprint

$100.00

$10.00

$100.00

$100.00

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

$10,000

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

$16,000$16,000

$160,000$160,000

$160,000$160,000

$50.00 $50,000 $7,500 $80,000$80,000

$160,000$160,000

$1,500



TerkaitTerkait Privacy Privacy dalamdalam BiometrikBiometrik

•• Object Object to biometrics for cultural or religious reasons. to biometrics for cultural or religious reasons. 
•• Assumption  the Biometrics is a Assumption  the Biometrics is a cameras identify and track them cameras identify and track them 

as they walk down the street, following their activities and buying as they walk down the street, following their activities and buying 
patterns patterns without their without their consent consent 

–– The companies The companies will sell biometric data the way they sell ewill sell biometric data the way they sell e--mail addresses and mail addresses and 
phone numbers. phone numbers. 

–– People People may also wonder whether a huge database will exist somewhere that may also wonder whether a huge database will exist somewhere that 
contains vital information about everyone in the world, and whether that contains vital information about everyone in the world, and whether that 
information would be safe there. information would be safe there. 

•• The real fact is, the biometric The real fact is, the biometric systems don't have the capability to systems don't have the capability to 
store and catalog information about everyone in the world. store and catalog information about everyone in the world. 

–– Most Most store a minimal amount of information about a relatively small number store a minimal amount of information about a relatively small number 
of users. of users. 

–– They They don't generally store a recording or realdon't generally store a recording or real--life representation of a person's life representation of a person's 
traits traits ---- they convert the data into a code. they convert the data into a code. 

–– Most Most systems also work in only in the one specific place where they're located, systems also work in only in the one specific place where they're located, 
like an office building or hospital. like an office building or hospital. 

–– The The information in one system isn't necessarily compatible with others, information in one system isn't necessarily compatible with others, 
although several organizations are trying to standardize biometric data. although several organizations are trying to standardize biometric data. 



AnggapanAnggapan lain lain tentangtentang BiometrikBiometrik
In addition to the potential for invasions of privacy, critics In addition to the potential for invasions of privacy, critics 

raise several concerns about biometrics, such as: raise several concerns about biometrics, such as: 

•• Over relianceOver reliance: The perception that biometric systems are : The perception that biometric systems are 
foolproof might lead people to forget about daily, foolproof might lead people to forget about daily, 
commoncommon--sense security practices and to protect the sense security practices and to protect the 
system's data. system's data. 

•• AccessibilityAccessibility: Some systems can't be adapted for certain : Some systems can't be adapted for certain •• AccessibilityAccessibility: Some systems can't be adapted for certain : Some systems can't be adapted for certain 
populations, like elderly people or people with populations, like elderly people or people with 
disabilities. disabilities. 

•• InteroperabilityInteroperability: In emergency situations, agencies using : In emergency situations, agencies using 
different systems may need to share data, and delays can different systems may need to share data, and delays can 
result if the systems can't communicate with each other. result if the systems can't communicate with each other. 

•• Cleanliness:Cleanliness: Does the fingerprint scanner or iris scanner Does the fingerprint scanner or iris scanner 
have germs or some debris from previous useshave germs or some debris from previous uses



TerkaitTerkait Electronic Electronic Freedom Freedom 
FoundationFoundation

•• Biometric technology is inherently individuating and Biometric technology is inherently individuating and 
interfaces easily to database technology, making privacy interfaces easily to database technology, making privacy 
violations easier and more damaging.violations easier and more damaging. If we are to deploy such If we are to deploy such 
systems, privacy must be designed into them from the systems, privacy must be designed into them from the 
beginning, as it is hard to retrofit complex systems for privacy. beginning, as it is hard to retrofit complex systems for privacy. 

•• Biometric systems are useless without a wellBiometric systems are useless without a well--considered considered 
threat model.threat model. Before deploying any such system on the national Before deploying any such system on the national 
stage, we must have a realistic threat model, specifying the stage, we must have a realistic threat model, specifying the stage, we must have a realistic threat model, specifying the stage, we must have a realistic threat model, specifying the 
categories of people such systems are supposed to target, and categories of people such systems are supposed to target, and 
the threat they pose in light of their abilities, resources, the threat they pose in light of their abilities, resources, 
motivations and goals. Any such system will also need to map motivations and goals. Any such system will also need to map 
out clearly in advance how the system is to work, in both in its out clearly in advance how the system is to work, in both in its 
successes and in its failures. successes and in its failures. 

•• Biometrics are no substitute for quality data about potential Biometrics are no substitute for quality data about potential 
risksrisks. No . No matter how accurately a person is identified, matter how accurately a person is identified, 
identification alone identification alone reveals nothing about whether a person is a reveals nothing about whether a person is a 
terrorist. Such information is completely external to any terrorist. Such information is completely external to any 
biometric ID system. biometric ID system. 



TerkaitTerkait Electronic Freedom Electronic Freedom 
FoundationFoundation

•• Biometric identification is only as good as the initial ID.Biometric identification is only as good as the initial ID. The The 
quality of the initial "enrollment" or "registration" is crucial. quality of the initial "enrollment" or "registration" is crucial. 
Biometric systems are only as good as the initial identification, Biometric systems are only as good as the initial identification, 
which in any foreseeable system will be based on exactly the which in any foreseeable system will be based on exactly the 
documentdocument--based methods of identification upon which biometrics based methods of identification upon which biometrics 
are supposed to be an improvement. A terrorist with a fake are supposed to be an improvement. A terrorist with a fake 
passport would be issued a US visa with his own biometric passport would be issued a US visa with his own biometric 
attached to the name on the phony passport. Unless the terrorist A) attached to the name on the phony passport. Unless the terrorist A) 
has already entered his biometrics into the database, and B) has has already entered his biometrics into the database, and B) has 
garnered enough suspicion at the border to merit a full database garnered enough suspicion at the border to merit a full database 
has already entered his biometrics into the database, and B) has has already entered his biometrics into the database, and B) has 
garnered enough suspicion at the border to merit a full database garnered enough suspicion at the border to merit a full database 
search, biometrics won't stop him at the border. search, biometrics won't stop him at the border. 

•• Biometric identification is often overkill for the task at hand.Biometric identification is often overkill for the task at hand. It is It is 
not necessary to identify a person (and to create a record of their not necessary to identify a person (and to create a record of their 
presence at a certain place and time) if all you really want to know presence at a certain place and time) if all you really want to know 
is whether they're entitled to do something or be somewhere. is whether they're entitled to do something or be somewhere. 
When in a bar, customers use IDs to prove they're old enough to When in a bar, customers use IDs to prove they're old enough to 
drink, not to prove who they are, or to create a record of their drink, not to prove who they are, or to create a record of their 
presence. presence. 



TerkaitTerkait Electronic Freedom Electronic Freedom 
FoundationFoundation

•• Some biometric technologies are Some biometric technologies are discriminatory.discriminatory.AA nontrivial nontrivial 
percentage of the population cannot present suitable features to percentage of the population cannot present suitable features to 
participate in certain biometric systems. Many people have participate in certain biometric systems. Many people have 
fingers that simply do not "print well." Even if people with "bad fingers that simply do not "print well." Even if people with "bad 
prints" represent 1% of the population, this would mean massive prints" represent 1% of the population, this would mean massive 
inconvenience and suspicion for that minority. And scale inconvenience and suspicion for that minority. And scale 
matters. The INS, for example, handles about 1 billion distinct matters. The INS, for example, handles about 1 billion distinct 
entries and exits every year. Even a seemingly low error rate of entries and exits every year. Even a seemingly low error rate of 
0.1% means 1 million errors, each of which translates to INS 0.1% means 1 million errors, each of which translates to INS 
resources lost following a false lead. resources lost following a false lead. 
0.1% means 1 million errors, each of which translates to INS 0.1% means 1 million errors, each of which translates to INS 
resources lost following a false lead. resources lost following a false lead. 

•• The cost of failure is high.The cost of failure is high. If you lose a credit card, you can If you lose a credit card, you can 
cancel it and get a new one. If you lose a biometric, you've lost it cancel it and get a new one. If you lose a biometric, you've lost it 
for life. Any biometric system must be built to the highest levels for life. Any biometric system must be built to the highest levels 
of data security, including transmission that prevents of data security, including transmission that prevents 
interception, storage that prevents theft, and systeminterception, storage that prevents theft, and system--wide wide 
architecture to prevent both intrusion and compromise by architecture to prevent both intrusion and compromise by 
corrupt or deceitful agents within the organization corrupt or deceitful agents within the organization 



TerkaitTerkait Electronic Freedom Electronic Freedom 
FoundationFoundation

•• The chronic, longitudinal capture of biometric data is useful for The chronic, longitudinal capture of biometric data is useful for 
surveillance purposes. Biometric systems entail repeat surveillance, surveillance purposes. Biometric systems entail repeat surveillance, 
requiring an initial capture and then later captures. requiring an initial capture and then later captures. 

•• Another major issue relates to the "voluntariness" of capture. Another major issue relates to the "voluntariness" of capture. 

•• Some biometrics, like faces, voices, and fingerprints, are easily Some biometrics, like faces, voices, and fingerprints, are easily 
"grabbed." "grabbed." "grabbed." "grabbed." 

•• Other biometrics, at least under present technology, must be Other biometrics, at least under present technology, must be 
consciously "given." consciously "given." 

•• It is difficult, for instance, to capture a scan of a person's retina or to It is difficult, for instance, to capture a scan of a person's retina or to 
gather a hand geometry image without the subject's cooperation. gather a hand geometry image without the subject's cooperation. 

•• Easily grabbed biometrics are a problem because people can't control Easily grabbed biometrics are a problem because people can't control 
when they're being put into the system or when they're being when they're being put into the system or when they're being 
tracked. But even hardtracked. But even hard--toto--grab biometrics involve a trust issue in the grab biometrics involve a trust issue in the 
biometric capture device and the overall system architecture. biometric capture device and the overall system architecture. 



TerkaitTerkait Electronic Freedom Electronic Freedom 
FoundationFoundation

TrackingTracking
•• By far the most significant negative aspect of biometric ID By far the most significant negative aspect of biometric ID 

systems is systems is their potential to locate and track people physicallytheir potential to locate and track people physically. . 
While many surveillance systems seek to locate and track, While many surveillance systems seek to locate and track, 
biometric systems present the greatest danger precisely because biometric systems present the greatest danger precisely because 
they promise extremely high accuracy. Whether a specific they promise extremely high accuracy. Whether a specific 
biometric system actually poses a risk of such tracking depends biometric system actually poses a risk of such tracking depends 
on how it is designed.on how it is designed.

•• Why should we care about perfect tracking? EFF believes that Why should we care about perfect tracking? EFF believes that 
perfect tracking is inimical to a free societyperfect tracking is inimical to a free society. A society in which . A society in which 
everyone's actions are tracked is not, in principle, free. It may be everyone's actions are tracked is not, in principle, free. It may be 
a livable society, but would not be our society. a livable society, but would not be our society. 

•• EFF believes that perfect surveillance, even without any EFF believes that perfect surveillance, even without any 
deliberate abuse, would have an extraordinary chilling effect on deliberate abuse, would have an extraordinary chilling effect on 
artistic and scientific inventiveness and on political expression. artistic and scientific inventiveness and on political expression. 
This concern underlies constitutional protection for anonymity, This concern underlies constitutional protection for anonymity, 
both as an aspect of First Amendment freedoms of speech and both as an aspect of First Amendment freedoms of speech and 
association, and as an aspect of Fourth Amendment privacy. association, and as an aspect of Fourth Amendment privacy. 



InisiatifInisiatif PenggunaanPenggunaan BiometrikBiometrik

•• Sec. 403(c) of the Sec. 403(c) of the USAUSA--PATRIOT ActPATRIOT Act specifically requires the specifically requires the 
federal government to "develop and certify a technology federal government to "develop and certify a technology 
standard that can be used to verify the identity of persons" standard that can be used to verify the identity of persons" 
applying for or seeking entry into the United States on a U.S. applying for or seeking entry into the United States on a U.S. 
visa "for the purposes of conducting background checks, visa "for the purposes of conducting background checks, 
confirming identity, and ensuring that a person has not received confirming identity, and ensuring that a person has not received 
a visa under a different name." a visa under a different name." a visa under a different name." a visa under a different name." 

•• The recently enacted The recently enacted Enhanced Border Security and Visa Entry Enhanced Border Security and Visa Entry 
Reform Act of 2002Reform Act of 2002, Sec. 303(b)(1), requires that only "machine, Sec. 303(b)(1), requires that only "machine--
readable, tamperreadable, tamper--resistant visas and other travel and entry resistant visas and other travel and entry 
documents that use biometric identifiers" shall be issued to documents that use biometric identifiers" shall be issued to 
aliens by October 26, 2004. The Immigration and Naturalization aliens by October 26, 2004. The Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS) and the State Department currently are evaluating Service (INS) and the State Department currently are evaluating 
biometrics for use in U.S. border control pursuant to EBSVERA. biometrics for use in U.S. border control pursuant to EBSVERA. 



PenggunaanPenggunaan BiometrikBiometrik KiniKini

 Identification or Authentication Identification or Authentication 
(Scalability)?(Scalability)?

 SemiSemi--automatic or automatic?automatic or automatic?

 Subjects cooperative or not?Subjects cooperative or not?

 Storage requirement constraints?Storage requirement constraints? Storage requirement constraints?Storage requirement constraints?

 User acceptability?User acceptability?



1. Cell phones, Laptops, Work Stations, 
PDA & Handheld device set.

2. Door, Car, Garage Access

PenggunaanPenggunaan BiometrikBiometrik KiniKini

3. ATM Access, Smart card

Image Source : http://www.voice-security.com/Apps.html



PenggunaanPenggunaan BiometrikBiometrik KiniKini
1. Forensic : Criminal 

Tracking
e.g. Fingerprints, DNA 

Matching
2. Car park Surveillance
3. Frequent Customers 

Tracking



PenggunaanPenggunaan BiometrikBiometrik KiniKini
Application Application by Technologiesby Technologies

Biometrics Vendors Market 
Share

Applications

Fingerprint 90 34% Law enforcement; civil 
government; enterprise security; 
medical and financial transactions

Hand Geometry - 26% Time and attendance systems, 
physical accessphysical access

Face Recognition 12 15% Transaction authentication; picture 
ID duplication prevention; 
surveillance

Voice 
Authentication

32 11% Security, V-commerce

Iris Recognition 1 9% Banking, access control



Commercial Commercial Biometric Biometric 
ProductsProducts

The Head

The Eye The Face The Voice

Eye-Dentify
IriScan
Sensar
Iridian

Visionics
Miros
Viisage

iNTELLiTRAK
QVoice
VoicePrint 
Nuance

The Hand

The Fingerprint Hand Geometry Behavioral

Identix
BioMouse
The FingerChip
Veridicom

Advanced Biometrics
Recognition 
Systems

BioPassword
CyberSign
PenOp

Other Information

Bertillonage
International Biometric Group
Palmistry



Commercial Commercial Biometric Biometric 
ProductsProducts



PenggunaanPenggunaan BiometrikBiometrik KiniKini

 Computers

 Buildings

 Passports

 Airports

 Borders
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 Borders

 Driver’s License

 Corporate/Government - ID Cards

 Citizen ID Cards



Biometrics and Border SecurityBiometrics and Border Security
Customers

U.S. citizens
U.S. businesses

U.S. government agencies
Foreign Nationals 
Foreign Visitors

Products and Services
.  Enable entrance of authorized persons into the country

Prevent inadmissible persons from entry into the Country.  

Business Processes
Issue int’l  travel documents including passports and visas .Issue int’l  travel documents including passports and visas .

Inspect travelers entering the United States through official ports of entry.

Secure borders and apprehend travelers entering through unofficial ports of entry

Participants
Bureau of Consular Affairs

4,500 passport acceptance offices
210 embassies and consulates
State Department Field Offices

Bureau of Customs and Border Protection
Internal Revenue Service

US Customs Service
APHIS

Information
Applicant Personal Info
Applicant Eligibility Info

Applicant Passport Status
Applicant Past Application Attempts

Applicant Photo
License Plate Info

Threat Watch-List Info

Technologies
Passports

Visas
State Department Database

License Plate Database
Law Enforcement Watch List Databases



Three types RT Systems

ABC-systems
- machine assisted border passage, using the e-passport 
- for the mass (no registration, no fee)

Border Control at Airports: RT
RISE 2nd workshop  - Brussels 25-26 March 2010

RT-systems for EEA citizens
- automated border crossing as a service (dedicated token and/or  database)
- for closed user group (registeration, fee based)

RT-systems for 3rd country nationals
- designed to expedite pre-approved, “low-risk”, trusted travelers 

by providing fast lanes & dedicated inspection processes
- voluntary/obligatory



Country Programme Name Airport
Biometrics
Technology

Status

Australia SmartGate BNE, CNS
Face
e-Passport

-Introduced August 2007
-For Australian and New Zealand 
citizens
-Entry only

Austria ABC System New terminal : VIE Face -Planned pilot

-Entry only
-Operational

Biometrics at Airports

Canada, 
USA

NEXUS Air 
JFK, LAX, ATL, ORD, 
SFO, MCO, YVR 

Iris
Smartcard 

-Operational
-For US and CAN citizens, and 
permanent residents of at least three 
years

China 
e-Channel, APC, 
AVC

HKG
Fingerprint
Smartcard

-Entry and exit
-Operational
-For citizens and permanent residents

Czech
Republic

ABC System PRG Face
-Planned Pilot :
-Technical study available
-Fall 2009 pilot

Dubai E-Gate DXB
Fingerprint
Smartcard

-Entry only
-Operational
-available for all travellers with entry 
permit

Finland ABC System
HEL Vantaa Airport
+ Pilot at Vaalima Land 
Border (Oct. 2009)

Face
-Pilot start: July 2008
- Operational since April 2009



France PARAFES CDG e-Passport Fingerprint
- Pilot since August 2007
- Entry and exit
- For EU/ EEA and CH

Germany ABG FRA Databank Iris
- Entry and exit
- For EU/ EEA and CH, and permanent residents

Germany EasyPASS FRA e-Passport Face
- Pilot since October 2009
- Entry and exit
- For EU/ EEA and CH

Fingerprint - Introduced August 2000

Biometrics at Airports

Malaysia
Immigration 
Autogate

KUL, PEN, BKI, 
MYY, KCH, LGK

Fingerprint
e-Passport
e-ID (MyKad)

- Introduced August 2000
- Entry and exit
- For Malaysian citizens

NL PRIVIUM AMS
Iris
Smartcard

- Introduced October 2001
- Entry and exit
-Targets frequent flyers with an EU nationality

NL No-Q AMS
e-Passport
Face

- Pilot Q1 2010
- Exit

Portugal RAPID

LIS, FAO, FNC, 
OPO
Plans to expand 
to seaports

Face
e-Passports

- Introduced May 2007 
- For EU/ EEA and CH 
- Entry and exit

Singapore

(eIACS) enhanced 
Immigration 
Automated 
Clearance System 

SIN
Fingerprint
Smartcard

- Operational since March 2006
- Entry and exit
- For citizens and permanent residents



Country
Programme 
Name

Airport
Biometrics
Technology

Status

Spain ABC System MAD
Face
Fingerprint

-Planned pilot
-2009 finalizing technical solutions
-2010 pilot

Switzerl
and

Augreko ZRH
Face
e-Passport

-Planned pilot from mid 2010

MAN, STN + 10 

Biometrics at Airports

UK ABC System
MAN, STN + 10 
other airports

Face -Pilots

UK IRIS
LHR, LGW, MAN, 
BHX, STN

Iris
Databank

-Operational since January 2006
-For EU/ EEA and CH, permanent residents and Visa 
holders
-Entry only

USA Global Entry
20 major 
airports US

Databank 
Fingerprint

-Entry
-Frequent travellers
-Operational
-For users of NEXUS, citizens of US & CAN, and pre-
screened  third countries citizens (currently only NL 
through FLUX)

USA/ NL FLUX -Alliance
20 major 
airports US + 
AMS

US: Databank
Fingerprint 
NL: 
Iris 
SmartCard 

-Pilot until April 2010
-Combination of existing GlobalEntry and PRIVIUM 
programmes
-Pre-registration & vetting (extensive background 
checks)



Biometrics for Public 
Administrations

Functionalities

- identity fraud with passports (EC2252/2004: “We have to because 
Brussels says so”)
- e-services: what about anonymity?
- government or commercial?- government or commercial?
- identification/verification/authentication?
- Dutch Passport Act:

- preventing identity fraud with passports (registration, issuance, verification)
- identifying the victims of catastrophes and accidents
- investigating and prosecuting criminal acts
- investigating actions posing a threat to the security of the State and other
important interests of one or more countries of the Kingdom or the security of
powers friendly to the Kingdom

- decision process in NL took more than 10 years
- dramatic change from no-db to central-db in 2004
- no transparency in the decision making process; privacy as a non-topic



AustraliaAustralia

•• Visitors intending to visit Australia may soon have to submit to Visitors intending to visit Australia may soon have to submit to 
biometric authentication as part of the biometric authentication as part of the SmartgateSmartgate systemsystem, , linking linking 
individuals to their visas and passports. individuals to their visas and passports. 

•• Biometric data are already collected from some Biometric data are already collected from some visa applicants visa applicants 
by Immigration. by Immigration. 

•• Australia is the first country to introduce a Australia is the first country to introduce a Biometrics Privacy Biometrics Privacy •• Australia is the first country to introduce a Australia is the first country to introduce a Biometrics Privacy Biometrics Privacy 
CodeCode, which is established and administered by the Biometrics , which is established and administered by the Biometrics 
Institute. Institute. 

•• The Biometrics Institute Privacy Code Biometrics Institute forms The Biometrics Institute Privacy Code Biometrics Institute forms 
part of Australian privacy legislation. The Code includes privacy part of Australian privacy legislation. The Code includes privacy 
standards that are at least equivalent to the Australian National standards that are at least equivalent to the Australian National 
Privacy Principles (NPPs) in the Privacy Act and also Privacy Principles (NPPs) in the Privacy Act and also 
incorporates higher standards of privacy protection in relation to incorporates higher standards of privacy protection in relation to 
certain acts and practices..certain acts and practices..



BrazilBrazil
••Since 2000, Brazilian citizens have had Since 2000, Brazilian citizens have had user ID cardsuser ID cards. . 

••The government to adopted fingerprintThe government to adopted fingerprint--based biometrics based on based biometrics based on 
the work of Dr. Juan the work of Dr. Juan VucetichVucetich, who invented one of the most , who invented one of the most 
complete complete tenprinttenprint classification systems in existence. The classification systems in existence. The VucetichVucetich
system was adopted by most of the other South American countries. system was adopted by most of the other South American countries. 

••The ID cards printed in Rio de Janeiro are fully digitized using a 2D The ID cards printed in Rio de Janeiro are fully digitized using a 2D 
bar code with information which can be matched against its owner bar code with information which can be matched against its owner 
offoff--line. line. The 2D bar code encodes a color photo, a signature, two The 2D bar code encodes a color photo, a signature, two offoff--line. line. The 2D bar code encodes a color photo, a signature, two The 2D bar code encodes a color photo, a signature, two 
fingerprints, and other citizen datafingerprints, and other citizen data. . 

••By the end of 2005, the Brazilian government started the By the end of 2005, the Brazilian government started the 
development of its new passportdevelopment of its new passport. The new documents started to be . The new documents started to be 
released in 2007.  released in 2007.  

••Brazilian citizens will have their signature, photo, and 10 rolled Brazilian citizens will have their signature, photo, and 10 rolled 
fingerprints collected during passport requests. All of the data is fingerprints collected during passport requests. All of the data is 
planned to be stored in ICAO Eplanned to be stored in ICAO E--passport standard. This allows for passport standard. This allows for 
contactless electronic reading of the passport content and Citizens ID contactless electronic reading of the passport content and Citizens ID 
verification since fingerprint templates and token facial images will verification since fingerprint templates and token facial images will 
be available for automatic recognition.be available for automatic recognition.



GermanyGermany
••Biometrics market in Germany will increase from 12 mil Biometrics market in Germany will increase from 12 mil €€ (2004) to (2004) to 

377 mil 377 mil €€ (2009). (2009). 

••In May 2005 the Germany approved the implementation of the In May 2005 the Germany approved the implementation of the 
ePassePass, a passport issued to all German citizens which contain , a passport issued to all German citizens which contain 
biometric technology. In circulation since Nov. 2005,it contains a biometric technology. In circulation since Nov. 2005,it contains a 
chip that holds a digital photograph and one fingerprint from each chip that holds a digital photograph and one fingerprint from each 
hand, usually of the index fingers, though others may be used if hand, usually of the index fingers, though others may be used if 
these fingers are missing or have extremely distorted prints. A third these fingers are missing or have extremely distorted prints. A third 
biometric identifier biometric identifier –– iris scans iris scans –– could be added at a later stage.could be added at a later stage.biometric identifier biometric identifier –– iris scans iris scans –– could be added at a later stage.could be added at a later stage.

•• An increase in the prevalence of biometric technology in Germany An increase in the prevalence of biometric technology in Germany 
is an effort to not only keep citizens safe within German borders is an effort to not only keep citizens safe within German borders 
but also to comply with the current US deadline for visabut also to comply with the current US deadline for visa--waiver waiver 
countries to introduce biometric passports.countries to introduce biometric passports.

••New requirements for visitors to apply for visas within the country. New requirements for visitors to apply for visas within the country. 
“Only applicants for long“Only applicants for long--term visas, which allow more than three term visas, which allow more than three 
months' residence, will be affected by the planned biometric months' residence, will be affected by the planned biometric 
registration program. The new work visas will also include registration program. The new work visas will also include 
fingerprinting, iris scanning, and digital photos”.fingerprinting, iris scanning, and digital photos”.



IraqIraq
•• Biometrics are being used extensively in Iraq to catalog as many Biometrics are being used extensively in Iraq to catalog as many 

Iraqis as possible providing Iraqis with a verifiable identification Iraqis as possible providing Iraqis with a verifiable identification 
card, immune to forgery. card, immune to forgery. 

•• During account creation, the collected biometrics information is During account creation, the collected biometrics information is 
logged into a central database which then allows a user profile to logged into a central database which then allows a user profile to 
be created. be created. 

•• Even if an Iraqi has lost their ID card, their identification can be Even if an Iraqi has lost their ID card, their identification can be 
found and verified by using their unique biometric information. found and verified by using their unique biometric information. 

•• Even if an Iraqi has lost their ID card, their identification can be Even if an Iraqi has lost their ID card, their identification can be 
found and verified by using their unique biometric information. found and verified by using their unique biometric information. 

•• Additional information can also be added to each account record, Additional information can also be added to each account record, 
such as individual personal history. This can help American such as individual personal history. This can help American 
forces determine whether someone has been causing trouble in forces determine whether someone has been causing trouble in 
the past. the past. 

•• One major system in use in Iraq is called BISA. This system uses a One major system in use in Iraq is called BISA. This system uses a 
smartcard and a user's biometrics (smartcard and a user's biometrics (fingerpintfingerpint, iris, and face , iris, and face 
photos) to ensure they are authorized access to a base or facility. photos) to ensure they are authorized access to a base or facility. 

•• Another is called BAT for Biometric Automated Tool.Another is called BAT for Biometric Automated Tool.



IsraelIsrael
•• Biometrics have been used extensively in Israel for several years.Biometrics have been used extensively in Israel for several years.

•• The border crossing points from Israel to the Gaza Strip and West Bank The border crossing points from Israel to the Gaza Strip and West Bank 
are controlled by gates through which authorized Palestinians may pass.  are controlled by gates through which authorized Palestinians may pass.  
Upwards of 90,000 Palestinians pass through the turnstiles every day to Upwards of 90,000 Palestinians pass through the turnstiles every day to 
work in Israel, and each of them has an ID card which has been issued work in Israel, and each of them has an ID card which has been issued 
by the Israeli Military at the registration centers. At peak periods more by the Israeli Military at the registration centers. At peak periods more 
than 15,000 people an hour pass through the gates. The ID card is a than 15,000 people an hour pass through the gates. The ID card is a 
smartcard with stored biometrics of fingerprints, facial geometry and smartcard with stored biometrics of fingerprints, facial geometry and 
hand geometry. In addition there is a photograph printed on the card hand geometry. In addition there is a photograph printed on the card hand geometry. In addition there is a photograph printed on the card hand geometry. In addition there is a photograph printed on the card 
and a digital version stored on the smartcard chip.and a digital version stored on the smartcard chip.

•• Tel Aviv Ben Tel Aviv Ben GurionGurion Airport has a frequent flyer's fast checkAirport has a frequent flyer's fast check--in system in system 
which is based on the use of a smartcard which holds information which is based on the use of a smartcard which holds information 
relating to the holders hand geometry and fingerprints. For a relating to the holders hand geometry and fingerprints. For a travellertraveller to to 
pass through the fast path using the smartcard system takes less than 10 pass through the fast path using the smartcard system takes less than 10 
seconds.seconds.

•• The Immigration Police at Tel Aviv Airport use a system of registration The Immigration Police at Tel Aviv Airport use a system of registration 
for foreign workers that utilizes fingerprint, photograph and facial for foreign workers that utilizes fingerprint, photograph and facial 
geometry which is stored against the Passport details of the individual. geometry which is stored against the Passport details of the individual. 
There is a mobile version of this which allows the police to check on an There is a mobile version of this which allows the police to check on an 
individual's credentials at any time.individual's credentials at any time.



JapanJapan

•• Several banks in Japan have adopted palm Several banks in Japan have adopted palm 
vein authentication technology on their vein authentication technology on their 
ATMs. ATMs. 

•• This technology which was developed by This technology which was developed by 
Fujitsu, among other companies, proved to Fujitsu, among other companies, proved to 
have low false rejection rate (around 0.01%) have low false rejection rate (around 0.01%) 
and a very low false acceptance rate (less than and a very low false acceptance rate (less than 
0.00008%).0.00008%).



USAUSA
••The United States government has become a strong advocate of The United States government has become a strong advocate of 

biometrics with the increase in security concerns since 9/11. biometrics with the increase in security concerns since 9/11. 

••Starting in 2005, US passports with facial (imageStarting in 2005, US passports with facial (image--based) biometric based) biometric 
data were scheduled to be produced. Privacy activists in many data were scheduled to be produced. Privacy activists in many 
countries have criticized the technology's use for the potential harm countries have criticized the technology's use for the potential harm 
to civil liberties, privacy, and the risk of identity theft. to civil liberties, privacy, and the risk of identity theft. 

••Currently, there is some apprehension in the United States (and the Currently, there is some apprehension in the United States (and the ••Currently, there is some apprehension in the United States (and the Currently, there is some apprehension in the United States (and the 
European Union) that the information can be "skimmed" and European Union) that the information can be "skimmed" and 
identify people's citizenship remotely for criminal intent, such as identify people's citizenship remotely for criminal intent, such as 
kidnapping. kidnapping. 

••There also are technical difficulties currently delaying biometric There also are technical difficulties currently delaying biometric 
integration into passports in the United States, the United integration into passports in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, and the rest of the EU. These difficulties include Kingdom, and the rest of the EU. These difficulties include 
compatibility of reading devices, information formatting, and compatibility of reading devices, information formatting, and 
nature of content (e.g. the US currently expect to use only image nature of content (e.g. the US currently expect to use only image 
data, whereas the EU intends to use fingerprint and image data in data, whereas the EU intends to use fingerprint and image data in 
their passport RFID biometric chip(s)).their passport RFID biometric chip(s)).



USAUSA
•• The speech made by President Bush on May 15, 2006, The speech made by President Bush on May 15, 2006, 

live from the Oval Office, was very clear: from now live from the Oval Office, was very clear: from now 
on, anyone willing to go legally in the United States in on, anyone willing to go legally in the United States in 
order to work there will be cardorder to work there will be card--indexed and will indexed and will 
have to communicate his fingerprints while entering have to communicate his fingerprints while entering 
the country.the country.

•• "A key part of that system [for verifying documents "A key part of that system [for verifying documents •• "A key part of that system [for verifying documents "A key part of that system [for verifying documents 
and work eligibility of aliens] should be a new and work eligibility of aliens] should be a new 
identification card for every legal foreign worker. identification card for every legal foreign worker. 
This card should use biometric technology, such as This card should use biometric technology, such as 
digital fingerprints, to make it tamperdigital fingerprints, to make it tamper--proof." proof." 
President George W Bush (Addresses on Immigration President George W Bush (Addresses on Immigration 
Reform, May 15, 2006)Reform, May 15, 2006)



USAUSA
•• The US Department of Defense (The US Department of Defense (DoDDoD) Common Access Card, is ) Common Access Card, is 

an ID card issued to all US Service personnel and contractors on an ID card issued to all US Service personnel and contractors on 
US Military sites. This card contains biometric data and digitized US Military sites. This card contains biometric data and digitized 
photographs. It also has laserphotographs. It also has laser--etched photographs and etched photographs and 
holograms to add security and reduce the risk of falsification. holograms to add security and reduce the risk of falsification. 
There have been over 10 million of these cards issued.There have been over 10 million of these cards issued.

•• According to Jim According to Jim WaymanWayman, director of the National Biometric , director of the National Biometric 
Test Center at San Jose State University, Walt Disney World is Test Center at San Jose State University, Walt Disney World is 
the nation's largest single commercial application of biometrics.the nation's largest single commercial application of biometrics.the nation's largest single commercial application of biometrics.the nation's largest single commercial application of biometrics.

•• However, the US Visit program will very soon surpass Walt However, the US Visit program will very soon surpass Walt 
Disney World for biometrics deployment.Disney World for biometrics deployment.



IndonesiaIndonesia
•• EE--KTP : KTP : program program pemerintahpemerintah yang yang bertujuanbertujuan untukuntuk mewujudkanmewujudkan

NomorNomor IndukInduk KependudukanKependudukan (NIK) (NIK) tunggaltunggal kepadakepada setiapsetiap pendudukpenduduk
didi Indonesia Indonesia sesuaisesuai dengandengan UU No. 23 UU No. 23 TahunTahun 2006 2006 tentangtentang AdministrasiAdministrasi
KependudukanKependudukan. Program e. Program e--KTP KTP merupakanmerupakan kerjasamakerjasama antaraantara
DepartemenDepartemen DalamDalam NegeriNegeri ((DepdagriDepdagri), ), BadanBadan PengkajianPengkajian dandan
PenerapanPenerapan TeknologiTeknologi (BPPT), (BPPT), InstitutInstitut TeknologiTeknologi Bandung (ITB), Bandung (ITB), 
LembagaLembaga Sandi Negara (LSN), Sandi Negara (LSN), dandan AsosisasiAsosisasi PerguruanPerguruan TinggiTinggi
InformatikaInformatika dandan KomputerKomputer (APTIKOM). (APTIKOM). 
http://www.bppt.go.id/index.php/home/58http://www.bppt.go.id/index.php/home/58--teknologiteknologi--material/313material/313--
penerapanpenerapan--awalawal--kartukartu--tandatanda--pendudukpenduduk--elektronikelektronik--didi--indonesiaindonesia

•• Passport Biometric : Passport Biometric : DirektoratDirektorat JenderalJenderal ImigrasiImigrasi mulaimulai 6 6 FebruariFebruari 2006 2006 •• Passport Biometric : Passport Biometric : DirektoratDirektorat JenderalJenderal ImigrasiImigrasi mulaimulai 6 6 FebruariFebruari 2006 2006 
menerapkanmenerapkan sistemsistem BiometrikBiometrik padapada PasporPaspor RI RI untukuntuk menujumenuju PasporPaspor
ElektronikElektronik ((EE--PassportPassport) ) sesuaisesuai standarstandar InternasionalInternasional yang yang ditetapkanditetapkan
ICAO (ICAO (InternasionalInternasional Civil Aviation Civil Aviation OrganisastionOrganisastion) ) OrganisasiOrganisasi
PenerbanganPenerbangan SipilSipil DuniaDunia. . 
http://ciils.wordpress.com/2008/04/19/pasporhttp://ciils.wordpress.com/2008/04/19/paspor--biometrik/biometrik/

•• Beberapa instansi swasta dan pemerintah telah menerapkan sistem Beberapa instansi swasta dan pemerintah telah menerapkan sistem 
absensi berbasis sidik jari dan geometri tangan absensi berbasis sidik jari dan geometri tangan untuk meningkatkan untuk meningkatkan 
manajemen kehadiran karyawan.manajemen kehadiran karyawan.

•• PihakPihak kepolisiankepolisian mengenalmengenal mayatmayat teroristeroris dengandengan melakukanmelakukan
pencocokanpencocokan terhadapterhadap sidiksidik jarijari, , dibantudibantu dengandengan memperhatikanmemperhatikan cirri cirri 
fisikfisik gigigigi, , dandan jugajuga dilakukandilakukan ujiuji DNA.DNA.

•• http://latifaulfah.blogspot.com/2010/03/penerapanhttp://latifaulfah.blogspot.com/2010/03/penerapan--teknologiteknologi--
biometrikabiometrika--di.htmldi.html



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Biometric technology has great potentialBiometric technology has great potential

•• There are many biometric products around, There are many biometric products around, 
regarding the different biometric technologiesregarding the different biometric technologies

•• Shortcomings of biometric systems due to Shortcomings of biometric systems due to 
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•• Shortcomings of biometric systems due to Shortcomings of biometric systems due to 
–– manufacturers ignorance of security concernsmanufacturers ignorance of security concerns

–– lack of quality controllack of quality control

–– standardisation problemsstandardisation problems

•• Biometric technology is very promising Biometric technology is very promising 

•• Manufacturers have to take security concerns Manufacturers have to take security concerns 
seriousserious


